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A CRYSTAL 
S H I P

The Galeon 780 Crystal is more than just a flagship model – it is 

a showcase of engineering, design and technological prowess.

The stunning exterior, a combined effort of the Tony Castro Na-

val Architects and Galeon designers, offers an abundance of 

space on all three decks. The clever seating arrangement on the 

flybridge allows for the placement of an optional Jacuzzi, com-

fortable sunbeds, a second steering station, as well as a wet bar, 

and still leaves enough room for a RIB or a personal watercraft at 

the back. The cockpit offers easy access to the bar on the main 

deck and to the bow leisure area, which is protected by an auto-

matic bimini system. The main deck is always bathed in sunlight 

thanks to the broad side windows, large sliding doors and an 

automatic glass panel roof. The saloon is divided into leisure and 

entertainment areas, while the helm station provides excellent 

visibility and functionality. Below, all four cabins have private 

in-suite bathrooms for extra comfort and privacy. 

Great maneuverability and easy handling of the CrystalA high performance luxury yacht



The owner’s cabin with a double bed 

also holds a massage sofa and a safe 

for valuables. The spacious forward 

VIP cabin offers a variety of closets 

and storage spaces while both guest 

cabins, which are located at the sides 

of the yacht, have twin berths for a 

total of eight on the lower deck. The 

hull is designed with comfort in mind 

yet the performance of the powerful 

MAN engines is stellar. The captain 

will surely make use of the Böning 

integrated monitoring system, which 

keeps track of all the important data, 

while the crew will appreciate their 

quarters with two beds, a galley and 

a separate bathroom. The power-

ful, hydraulic stern platform comes 

standard and will handle any water-

craft.
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Crew quarters have easy access from the stern 

The bow area can be protected by an automatic bimini system



780

A full-sized flybridge with optional Jacuzzi A custom design tender – The Baby Crystal

Bow leisure area with sundecks Cockpit with access to the wet bar



The main deck has two distinct areas 



The Crystal’s command centre The dining area with a well equipped kitchen

The leisure area with comfortable sofas The bar can also serve to the cockpit



The forward VIP cabin is very roomy One of three guest bedrooms

Owner’s quarters are located midship Ensuite owner’s bathroom
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L A Y O U T S T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max. (canoe body)

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Mass of Light Craft Condition

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

22,86

24,50

5,79

5,80

1,30

2 x 2750

1100 + 700

53650

9260

2 x 1140 / 1550

2 x 1430 / 1920

18

B

75’

80’5”

19’

19’

51“

2 x 726

291 + 185

118278

20415
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[m]

[m]
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[kg]

[kg]

[kW/HP]

[kW/HP]

[ft]

[ft]

[ft]

[ft]

[inch] 

[US Gal]

[US Gal]

[lbs]

[lbs]


